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University
welcomes
transfer
students
CHRISTINA SEARS
STAFF WRITER

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Honored guests at the All Faith Service included Monsignor Joseph Carroll and members of diverse faith communities.

All Faith Service honors human dignity
JORI GREGORIO
STAFF WRITER

At the end of this year's
annual All Faith Service, Profes
sor Carlton Floyd said, "We know
that human life is sacred... it is
our duty to create a just society."
His words echoed the event's
theme, "Honoring Human Dig
nity," which was recognized
through a Native American
Prayer, Muslim Poems, Christian
Reflection, Jewish Tale, Hindu
Dance and a Buddhist Prayer.
At the beginning of each
spring semester leaders, from
diverse faith communities, USD
faculty, staff, students, alumni
and friends celebrate, along with
the Catholic Church, the respect
held for the individual religious
traditions represented at the uni

prayer, which was accompanied
by incense and a musical instru
procession of flags representing ment. After the prayer there was a
22 different countries, followed Prayer of Intercession which was
by the leaders of six different reli given by a USD student. Next,
USD dancers clothed in white
gions. Students, faculty, staff and
community members who came dresses danced to the choir's
to view the service occupied singing of "Creator God."
Muslim poems were then
Shiley Theatre.
Junior Wynona Peters said recited in Farsi by Bahar Davary
she was there to "support my as Setar accompaniment Amir
friend who is doing a reading in Etemadzadeh played in the back
the service." Other students, like ground. The English verses of the
senior JD Homer, were there three poems were available to the
simply out of curiosity or their audience. During the prayer of
intercession student Mohammad
own personal religious growth.
Monsignor Daniel J. Dill- AlBader asked Allah to "fill out
abough, USD's vice president of hearts with light and dignity to
University Ministry opened up ,honor others."
Monsignor Joseph Carroll,
the service with a welcome speech
and introduction for the proceed currently a priest at St. Vincent de
ings. First, Michael Madrigal per Paul, then gave the Christian re
formed a Native American call to flection. Father Joe and his staff at

St. Vincent de Paul are dedicated
to helping people overcome homelessness with services focused on
self-sufficiency. While speaking,
he reminded the audience why
it is important to volunteer time
to those who are less fortunate.
Father Joe's closing remark was
a wish that "we do everything to
enhance life and dignity!"
After Monsignor Carroll
spoke, the audience was presented
with a Jewish tale given by Rabbi
Ralph Dalin. Rabbi Dalin told
the tale of "The Hands of God,"
saying that, "When we work to
gether we are the hands of God.
That each day we can act upon
the fact that we are His hands."
Yudhisthir Nayak and Laboni
Patnaik performed a Hindu

"The Saint Plays" is still in
the writing process, so students
did not audition for specific
parts. Everyone will be cast as
ensemble and everyone's talents
will be showcased with no one
person being the star. Wycoff said
that this is the direction theater
is moving; the emphasis is on
collaboration and not individual
stardom.
I asked Wycoff what she
does to prepare on the day of an
audition. She said it depends on
the audition and how much time
she has in the day beforehand.
Her checklist includes making
sure her audition packet is ready,
resume set and that she has stud
ied her monologue and song. Ten
to 30 minutes before the audition
she stretches, performs vocal ex
ercises to get her voice warmed
up and does some breathing to
relax. She says that a performer's
routine "is very individual" and
people have their own ways to

prepare and deal with nerves.
Wycoff said one thing she
likes to do, which is often over-

versity.
The service started with a

See ALL FAITH, page 2

Theater student shares audition joys and woes
ELLIE FAULKNER

STAFF WRITFR

Bright lights, sweaty palms,
remembering
lines, calming
nerves; auditioning for the school
play is no small feat. This past
weekend, auditions for "The
Saint Plays," USD's spring the
ater piece, took place on campus.
Director Robert Fleming de
scribed "The Saint Plays" as, "a
collection of plays loosely based
on the lives of saints and biblical
characters, 'contemporary fairy
tales for the stage,' and will be a
physical theatre/neo-avant garde
theatrical experience."
Taylor Wycoff, theater major
and senior, was among the hope
fuls auditioning for the play.
She originally came to USD on
a music scholarship, but by her
junior year she decided that she
was ready for a new challenge
and began to pursue theater. She
has been in five different produc

tions during her time here.
"When I was first audition
ing, I would get very nervous,"
Wycoff said. "I didn't really know
anybody in the theater department
in the beginning, but now I feel
like I have found my space in the
department. It was really a matter
of relations and getting to know
people. Most of my friends are
in the theater department and we
spend lots of time together. So
my last audition for 'Experiment
with an Airpump' was a piece
of cake, because 1 had already
worked with the director before
and I knew most everyone else."
A strong bond forms between
theater students because they not
only share the same passion, but
have long hours of rehearsal in
addition to class together. Being
in one of the university's plays
requires good time management.
Wycoff said that rehearsals can be
scheduled up to six nights a week
and up to four hours each time.

See AUDITION, page 3

COURTESY ELLIE FAULKNER

Taylor uses the above headshot
when she goes to auditions.

Many USD students were
thrust into the flurry of Torero
Days at the start of freshman
year, but others were brought to
the university as transfer students.
Held during the last few days of
winter break beginning Jan. 21,
new students were welcomed to
their own version of new student
orientation.
"In my opinion, students that
transfer in at the spring semester
are in a much more vulnerable
place than those who transfer
in the fall," said former transfer
student and Spring Orientation
Chair Kelsey Johnson. "I think
the spring transition is more dif
ficult because of [the transfer],
and so the orientation program is
really crucial."
In an effort to acclimate new
students through friendly and
informative events, the Spring
Orientation Board worked hard
to include them in the USD com
munity.
While the events usually
contain less member involvement
and are shorter than the Torero
Days held prior to the fall semes
ter, it is emphasized that they still
have the same core events: panel
discussions, socials, a resource
fair and various informational
gatherings.
One prominent event, for ex
ample, was the Getting Involved
& Resource Fair, which provided
new students access to over 15
various departments and organi
zations, allowing these individu
als to see what organizations and
clubs can be found throughout the
campus.
While these programs are
aimed at students arriving in
the middle of the year, it was
the Spring Orientation Board's
goal to provide the same feeling
of comfort and amusement that
those arriving in the fall receive.
"It has not been hard to get
used to the move," freshman Car
oline Harris said. "The students
and teachers at this school are ex
tremely helpful and welcoming."
These events have grown in
the past few years and according
to the board it is hopeful that they
will continue to expand.
"These students are just as in
need of a full orientation program
as the fall students, and in order
for all students coming into USD
to be successful, they need the
same treatment as students who
enter in the fall semester," John
son said.
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Word of the Week:

"Germs"
1 have come to believe that
young children are adept at
biochemical and psychological
warfare. That's why, since be
ginning my elemental^ school
job four weeks ago, 1 have been
healthy for approximately five
and a half days.
The children ensure Miss
Anne's constant affliction with
post-nasal drip by running a
smooth and seamless opera
tion. "She's turned her back,"
they say. "Everyone move in
and touch her water bottle with
virusy fingers. When she comes
back we'll all sneeze on her and
laugh."
I know they'd love to see
me miss a day, but they'll have
to pry my hourly wages from
my dry, hospitalized fingers.
Incidentally, that should be in
about two weeks.
I know it's cold to suspect
malicious things of tiny, cute
people, but suffering a cold for
nearly a month straight has its
effects on a person. Everyone
and everything becomes a pos
sible germ launcher.
I am sure the kids made
me sick in the same way I am
sure that Mike Tyson is a crazy
person. You can see it in their
faces.
Observe a small child and
you'll notice a few things. Red,
chapped nostrils reveal lurking
colds, to say nothing of sneezeencrusted sleeves. Most chil
dren appear drained and listless
in the late stages of a cold, but
their newly infected friends
remain
energetic
through
the first, second and twelfth
sneezes- and apparently that's
no reason to skip school!
It's amazing how soon we
forget the illness-ridden days
of elementary school. In kin
dergarten we learned to share,
and from that day forward we
do exactly that. Kids share their
colds with other children, who
share with their teacher, who
shares with her family and co
workers, who share with other
children in other classes. The
germ cycle continues.
In an effort to encourage
thorough hand washing and
vitamin swallowing, I'd like to
share my experience with The
Vista readers.
As a result of my neverending cold I've changed my
daily habits. This shift has been
just dramatic enough to make
me appear completely neurotic.
I sanitize my hands upon enter
ing or exiting a room, before
eating, after sneezing, after
being touched, looked at or
breathed upon, or any time I
think of it.
I can see a child trying to
touch me from a mile away and
I've learned to dodge and de
flect little fingers like a pro.
It's a fearful and miserable
way to live. I see germs in my
dreams. My neti pot is showing
serious wear. I miss breathing
through my nose.
Here's to health. I'll never
take it for granted again/

1865 Congress approves
the 13th amendment of
the U.S. Constitution, thus
abolishing the practice
of slavery throughout the
United States.

1884 The first portion of
the Oxford English Diction
ary, considered the mdst
accurate dictionary of the
English language, is pub
lished.

1887 Groundhog Day,
featuring a rodent meteorol
ogist, is celebrated for the
first time at Gobbler's Knob
in Punxsutawney, Pennsyl
vania.

1995 As the pilot of the
space shuttle Discovery,
Lieutenant Colonel Eileen
Collins becomes the first
female to head up a space
shuttle mission.

1826 "The Last of the
Mohicans," by James Fennimore Cooper, is published
and becomes one of the
earliest distinctive American
novels.

1952 The first "Don't
Walk" sign is installed in
New York City in response
to the growing pedestrian
fatalities in crowded Man
hattan streets.

1993 Tennis pro Arthur
Ashe, the only African
American man to win
Wimbledon and the U.S.
and Australian Opens, dies
of AIDS complications.

1964 The Beatles land at
New York's Kennedy Air
port during their first visit
to the United States, and
Beatlemania begins.
Source: History.com

Interfaith community celebrates humanity

ALL FAITH, continued
dance entitled "Odissi Dance."
The male and female duo danced
around the stage clothed in bells
and bright colors. The prayer of
intercession that followed their
dance was given by Nikita Mehta
who asked that we all "respect
creation."
Lastly, the Venerable Samtin
Rinpoche recited a Buddhist
prayer in Tibetan. He called the
audience to "open your heart, help
those that need help. Together we
can make this beautiful earth most

peaceful."
The concluding meditation
was given by Carlton Floyd who
told the audience that, "We come
to you as many believers, but are
united with the desire to respect
each human life." After he spoke
a slide show of USD faculty, staff
and students participating in a
variety of different community
service projects was presented.
When asked about the service,
junior Joseph Rocha stated with a
smile, "It was a wonderful reflec
tion of the University. It definitely
inspired me!"

RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Guests of many faiths gathered to celebrate human life last week.

Catherine MacKinnon to speak on sex trafficking at IPJ Theater
LINDSAY PRICE
STAFF WRITER
"Catherine MacKinnon's pro
fessional life is one of the best ex
amples we have of philosophical
ideas being put to practical use,"
Dr. Matt Zwolinski of the philoso
phy department said.
On Feb. 15, the university's
Phi Beta Kappa Visiting Scholar
Program will welcome Professor
Catherine MacKinnon to speak
about the issues of sex trafficking
and prostitution.
She will be holding a Q&A
with students on the morning of
Feb. 15 from 9:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.
in the Joan B. Kroc Institute for

Peace and Justice Theater, and
will be conducting her speech on
"Sex Trafficking" from 5:30 p.m.
to 7 p.m. in the IPJ as well.
From her scholarly work in
feminism and politics, to her ex
tensive contributions as an activ
ist," Zwolinski said, "She is not
only one of the most important
feminist theorists of our time; she
has been a driving force in imple
menting those ideas in law and
public policy, both on a national
and international level."
"This is a terrific event for
students to meet and learn from
one of America's most important,
public intellectuals," Zwolinski
said.

MacKinnon's lecture will focus on gender issues and prostitution.
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JAN28-FEB2 Iff pUBj.|C"SAFETY REPORT
Jan. 28

Feb. 1

Location: PALOMAR HALL

Location: PALOMAR HALL

Jan. 29

Jan. 30

At 11:56 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a noise complaint. Upon investigation,
six students were cited for possession of
marijuana and paraphernalia; five students
received additional citations for minor in
possession (MIP) and one student received
an additional citation for being in the pres
ence of alcohol (IPA).

At 10:47 p.m., while Public Safety
was responding to an alcohol related inci
dent, another student was also determined
to be too intoxicated to care for himself.
The student was also found to be under the
influence of controlled medication and was
transported to the hospital for further evalu
ation.

At 9:31 a.m. Public Safety responded
At 7:50 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of a student that had passed out due to a report of feces on wall in a men's restto excessive alcohol consumption. Upon in room. A General Services staff member had
vestigation, the student was found somewhat noticed soiled men's underwear in a toilet,
responsive and vomiting into a trashcan, and with a partial word written in feces on the
was transported to the hospital for possible wall near the toilet. The area was immedi
ately cleaned and sanitized.
alcohol poisoning.

Jan. 29

Jan.30

Location: SAN LUIS HALL

KIOSK

At 2:33 a.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of vandalism. Upon investigation,
several lighted exit signs were discovered
smashed by an unknown object. General
Services was contacted to replace and repair
the damaged areas. On 2/1/10, a student ad
mitted to vandalizing the signs. This incident
has been classified as felony vandalism and
has been referred to SDPD.

At 2:44 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of minor traffic accident. Upon
investigation, a university employee was ob
served having difficulty parking her vehicle,
and had struck the vehicle in front of hers.
There was no damage reported to either ve
hicle, and the employee did not report any
injuries.

Jan. 31

Feb. 1

Location: CAMINO HALL

Location: SERRA HALL

Location: PALOMAR HALL

Feb. 1

Jan. 31

Location: MARIAN WAY AT CAMINO

Location: ALCALA PKWY - MAIN

At 4:15 p.m. Public Safety responded to a
theft report. Upon investigation, a computer
mouse and keyboard were discovered miss
ing from a secured classroom on 1/25/10,
though were not reported to DPS until the
computer tower was also discovered miss
ing on 1/29/10. There were no signs of
forced entry, and no other items were miss
ing.

Jan. 29

At 1:18 a.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of an intoxicated student that
was unable to pay his cab fare. Upon in
vestigation, the student was determined to
be too intoxicated to care for himself and
was voluntarily transported to Detox (BAC
.198).

Jan. 30

Location: ALCALA PKWY - MAIN

Location: PALOMAR HALL

HALL

Location: MARIAN WAY AT CAMINO

Location: MISSIONS A AREA

HALL

KIOSK

At 10:05 p.m. Public Safety responded
to assist a Resident Assistant with an alco
hol-related incident. Upon investigation,
one student was determined to be too intoxi
cated to care for herself and was voluntarily
transported to Detox (BAC .213).

At 1:38 a.m. a Public Safety officer
observed an individual enter campus on
foot who was swaying and having difficulty
walking. The individual was found to be too
intoxicated to care for himself. The student
was transported to Detox (BAC .153).

At 11:52 p.m. Public Safety responded
to a report of vandalism. An unknown indi
vidual had drawn a near life-sized figure of
Jesus in crayon on a residence hallway wall.
The image was first observed on 1/27/10, but
not reported until 1/31/10. General Services
was contacted to remove the image.

At 8:26 p.m. Public Safety responded to
a report of a hit and run. Upon investigation,
an unknown individual had struck the driver
side panel of a student's vehicle while it was
parked, causing minor damage. No other
damages were reported.

NEWS IN BRIEF
STAFF WRITFR

NATIALE NEWMAN

ranking Republican on the House
Foreign Affairs Committee.

Obama asks for money to
move Guantanamo detainees

Food distribution begins in
Haitian capital

President Obama is asking
for over $230 million in the 2011
budget for the purchase and prepa
ration of an 111. prison to house the
terrorist suspects now being held
at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.
The 2011 Justice Department
budget was revealed Monday, and
calls for-$172 million to purchase
and renovate the Thomson, 111.
prison, and another $66 million
to staff and equip it. The budget
requires congressional approval.
Several House and Senate
members
have promised to
prevent the funds from being
approved, which could prevent
the transfer of the remaining 192
Guantanamo detainees to the U.S.
The Justice Department budget
also requests another $73 million
for the transfer, prosecution and
incarceration of five Guantanamo
prisoners currently awaiting trial
for their alleged roles in the terror
ist attacks of Sept. 11,2001.
"Even though Americans
are facing tremendous economic
challenges, the administration has
chosen to spend $237 in taxpayer
money to provide free travel,
room and board in Thomson, 111.
for some of the most dangerous
Guantanamo detainees," said Rep.
Ileana Ros-Lehtinen of Fla., the

A massive two-week food
distribution effort began Sunday
in Port-au-Prince, Haiti's earth
quake-ravaged capital.
Just over 376 metric tons of
rice were distributed to 100,368
people over the course of the day.
The effort hopes to reach 2 million
people in the next two weeks. The
food distribution plan was coordi
nated by the U.N. World Health
Programme, and only women
were given tickets to collect a 55
pound bag of rice per family.
Jacques Montouroy, a logis
tical planner for Catholic Relief
Services, stated, "Our long expe
rience in food distribution tells
us that by delivering food into
the hands of women, it is more
likely to be redistributed equitably
among the household."
U.S. soldiers were patrolling
in forces to guard against any
chaos. This particular distribution
effort aims to reach people in Portau-Prince, and other emergency
aid efforts are occurring in the
outlying areas.
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accomplishments in the war in Af
ghanistan, according to one of the
top authorities on the Taliban.
Their position of relative
strength might make them more
willing to engage in talks, said
Pakistani journalist and author
Ahmed Rashid in an interview
with CNN Monday.
"They can't go much further
than where they are now," Rashid
said. Afghan president Hamid
Karzai has recently stepped up his
efforts to reconcile with Taliban
fighters and reincorporate them
into Afghan society. On Sunday
Karzai said, "The Taliban are wel
come to return to their own coun
try and work for peace in order for
us to be able then to have the U.S.
and other forces have the freedom
to go back home."
Georgetown
University's
Christine Fair, who has analyzed
Taliban suicide attacks for the
U.N., agreed that now is the time
to offer an opportunity for recon
ciliation. "From the point of view
of the Taliban, this is going to be
an ideal time for them to try to
reach some deal," Fair said.

Toyota Finds Solution for
Gas Pedal

The Taliban may
have
achieved the peak of their military

Federal
investigators are
probing whether the problem with
Toyota gas pedals involves the ve
hicles' electrical system and goes
beyond the fix announced by the
company on Monday.
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The National Highway Trans
portation Safety Administration
is also looking into potential civil
penalties for Toyota. According
to an unnamed agency official,
the safety agency is looking into
the possibility of electromagnetic
interference that might somehow
cause Toyota's electronic throttle
control systems to malfunction.
However, NHTSA has not yet
found evidence to support that.
Toyota recalled 2.3 million
vehicles on Jan. 21 due to prob
lems with sticking gas pedals, and
halted the sales of eight vehicles
involved in the recall. On Monday,
company officials announced that
they had found a solution in which
the pedal assembly is reinforced
with a part that is currently being
rushed to dealerships. The compa
ny restarted sales of vehicles that
have been fixed in that manner.
"We will continue to coop
erate fully with NHTSA on all
vehicle safety issues," said Brian
R. Lyons, safety and quality com
munications manager for Toyota
Motor Sales. U.S.A. Transporta
tion Secretary Ray LaHood issued
a statement on Tuesday saying
that "Toyota is taking responsible
action" in fixing
the problem.
"We're not finished with Toyota
and are continuing to review
possible defects and monitor the
implementation of the recalls,"
LaHood said.
Source: CNN

The Vista publication is written and
edited by USD students and funded by
revenues generated by advertising and a
student fee. Advertising material published
is for information purposes only and is not
to be construed as an expressed or implied
endorsement or verification of such com
mercial venues by the staff or University.
The Vista office is located on the fourth
floor of the Student Life Pavilion in room
403B.
All inquiries should be sent to:

The Vista
5998 Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110

Auditioner
shares tips
AUDITION, continued
looked by many performers, is to
read the entire script of the play.
"It really shows your commitment
to the director and gives you an
idea of the play. It helps to under
stand the context," she said.
She rehearses for auditions
individually and in groups. Some
thing else that she finds helpful is
to rehearse with a professor in
order to get his or her feedback.
According to Wycoff, one of
the most important things about
auditioning is to go in with a
good attitude. She said this is es
sential because "sometimes you
go into an audition with your own
interpretation of the script and the
director has a different interpreta
tion. An audition is sometimes
like its own mini directing ses
sion, because the director may
want you to redo your monologue
with one adjustment. This may
even be just to see if you can take
direction."
Wycoff said that directors
are usually not looking for a
perfect finished product, but they
are looking to see if the person
is someone they feel they can
work with. Often, a performer's
greatest asset is their ability to be
coached.

The first copies of the newspaper
are complimentary, all copies thereafter
are 25 cents charge.
Opinions expressed in thispublication are not necessarily those of The Vista
staff, the University of San Diego or of its
student body.
Letters to the Editor can be submit
ted to The Vista office. Letters should
be limited to 300 words and must be
signed. For identification purposes, USD
identification numbers and writer's year
must be included in the letter. The Vista
reserves the right to edit published letters.
Any content sent to the editor will be con
sidered for publication unless otherwise
stated.
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What Grinds
My Gears:
"USD Parking Services"
JILLIAN ANTHONY

Parking enforcement officials
are evil. They live to make stu
dents' lives hell. Do they enjoy
giving out pointless tickets to
unsuspecting people just trying
to park and get to class? I can just
picture them, standing over my
car, lips curled in a twisted smirk,
laughing wildly as they write my
ticket and place it with a smack on
the hood of my car.
It is incredible to me how
much USD gouges their students
over parking tickets; like we don't
already pay enough money just
to go here. Fifty dollars for one
ticket? And it doubles after just 14
days? That is ludicrous! Haven't
you made enough money off of
us when we purchase our parking
permits in the first place? If we
need to park in a loading spot to
grab something quickly or drop
something off and there aren't any
available, what are we supposed
to do? Is it really a punishable of
fense to leave my flashers on for
just a few minutes while I grab an
important paper from a professor?
If the person next to me double
parked, how am I to avoid double
parking in his stead? Should I be

punished for another's actions?
That just seems immoral.
I understand that some park
ing rules must be in effect, that
without them teachers' spots
would be stolen, students that live
on campus wouldn't have saved
parking near their homes and
creepy flashers/car thieves could
park on campus as they wish. But
I think the main motivating factor
for overpriced parking tickets and
a grand amount of rules and spe
cific parking areas is simply this:
money, honey. USD apparently
needs millions more from its stu
dents, faculty and staff and holds
this above giving us the courtesy
of affordable tickets and more time
to pay them.
Maybe if the trams could be
countgd upon more we wouldn't
be so against parking in the West
Lot, and then perhaps we wouldn't
break as many parking rules. But
for a school with 8,000 students
and not enough parking spaces,
sometimes we may choose to risk
a ticket rather than be late to class.
But you already know that, don't
you USD Parking Services?

NEWS

USD responds to Haiti earthquake

According to the university's website, "those who wish to help may drop donated items by the Leadership
and Involvement Center located on the third floor of the Student Life Pavilion (SLP), the SLP Information
Desk, or the Mail Center. Donations will be accepted until further notice." Donations of towels and children's
clothing are especially appreciated and will be given directly to two hospitals and an orphanage in Haiti.

ra/f£/fOS

Please contribute
donations for Haiti relief.

www .sandiego.edu/news/haiti
RYAN BRENNAN/THE VISTA

Send what is
currently grinding
your gears or your
burning questions to
Jilla at janthony@
usdvista.com.
AFP/GETTY IMAGES/CNN
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Keynes
I recently attended an eco
nomics conference in Houston,
where I was thrilled to hear such
luminaries as Ron Paul talk pol
itics. The gathering, however,
was not without purpose. The
central theme, which tied all the
presentations together, was the
failure of the Keynesian state.
How pertinent a topic, given its
proximity to Obama's State of
the Union farce.
For those readers who are
lucky enough to not know who
John Maynard Keynes was, I
should like to provide a suc
cinct, yet replete summary of
his life. Keynes was an English
man and the most famous, if not
notorious, economist of the last
century. A devotee of the new
science of macroeconomics,
he introduced a new method of
planning that has profoundly
shaped the political order.
Keynesian economics is
defined by its active role for the
State in ensuring the stability
of the market. Its proponents
believe that the market is inher
ently unstable, due to the inef
ficiencies of the business cycle
and the tendency for the private
sector to affect inefficient macroeconomic outcomes.
This often leads to decreas
es in aggregate demand, result
ing further in recession and de
pression. Through government
intervention, aggregate demand
can be boosted and economic
inefficiencies overcome.
In other words, when times
get bad, the tide of economic
misfortune might be turned back
by government spending. This
was the Zeitgeist of FDR's New
Deal, epitomized in scenes of
men digging ditches only to fill
them up again. Somehow, this
was meant to buoy the economy
and boost market demand.
Anyone can see the inherent
problem in this arrangement.
Neo-Keynesianism has in
fected American politics since
the latter years of George H. W.
Bush. Monetary policy gurus
and fiscal intervention wizards
have dominated the Federal
Reserve and the White House.
How did we get the housing
bubble? Or so many other ir
regular instances of artificial
demand? It wouldn't happen to
be Keynes, would it?
It doesn't make sense for
government to fight off reces
sion. Downturns in the economy
are necessary; they represent a
purgation of malinvestments. If
the housing industry grows too
large, with inflated prices, there
has to be a balancing downturn.
Government spending to mainain "demand" and encourage
"growth" are misleading and
detrimental in the long turn.
Obama has yet to learn this
lesson. He may have promised a
freeze on all government spend
ing, but luckily that doesn't
include everything necessary
for economic recovery, which is
just about everything he had al
ready planned on spending. So,
here's to high taxes, waste and
comfort in artificial prosperity.

"40 Days Later": Climate change revisited
President Obama, other world elites, gather for pointless Copenhagen conference
BRENT TUTTLE
STAFF WRITFR

Before our eyes we find the
slain colossal myth created by the
supreme evils of the world. Most
of us know it as global warming.
But, no matter whether you refer
to it as that or climate change,
this alleged phenomenon has
been revealed to be more corrupt
and invalid than the wedding
vows of Tiger Woods. Go ahead,
green peace savers of the world.
Unite your Earth, Wind, Water
and Fire Rings at the annual
Prius car show. Stomp around in
your TOMS shoes and violently
flail your Klean Kanteens while
you sob tears back into the
Earth's soil. It won't change
the fact that the integrity of
the global warming theory
has been shaken. Nor will
it hide the fact that the free
spirited, anti-establishment
do-good park rangers of
the world have been blindly
and ironically engulfed in
the largest elitist scheme
ever known to man.
We all heard about Climategate a few weeks before the
summit to save the world held in
Copenhagen, Denmark. Yet, the
conference marched on, ensuring
that Nancy Pelosi and the rest of
our rotten government officials
could bum another Eurotrip on
the tax payer's dime. In that de
bacle, it was shown that the lead
ing researchers at the East Anglia
University had manipulated data,
cherry picking their information,
so as to make it more palatable
to a world already sold on the
idea of global warming. It turns
out there wasn't much raw data
supporting the hype beast, only
A-Lister propaganda touting that
"green" was the new glamour.
The researchers chose to destroy
older data, making it nearly
impossible for anyone else to
trace back their profitable brain
washing campaign.
In a country such as the
United Kingdom, where citizens
are less susceptible to being
taken advantage of like a twelve-

year-old on "To Catch a Predator,"
Climategate was headline news.
In the United States, whoever
wasn't keeping up with the Kardashians wouldn't have even had
mainstream access to the informa
tion. Major media outlets com
pletely ignored the scandal. But,
it all makes perfect sense. How
could General Electric sell "ecofriendly" light bulbs
if NBC alerted
consum
ers to
the

substantially profit from his regur
gitated climate feces.
Gore, who has falsely testi
fied "facts" supporting the warm
ing scam, is a partner at Kleiner,
Perkins, Caufield and Byers, a
private equity firm that invests
heavily in the "green" sector.
One of Gore's major invest
ments, Silver Spring Net
works, just received
a

falsity of the armaggedon causing
their product's demand?
Though Senator John Ed
wards can't be directly tied to Cli
mategate, or the climate summit,
it is apparent they are nothing but
the love children of corrupt politi
cians and their crooked cronies. It
is the ultimate orgy for the pomp
ous power brokers of the world.
Gluttonous governments insti
tute tax incentives left and right,
implementing fiscal policies that
resemble a Cash Money Records
music video. Corporations manu
facture the newest must-have
products to prevent the coming
apocalypse. Even the Savior of
Mother Nature, A1 Gore, looks to

contract worth $560 million from
the Department of Energy. Their
mission? To install "smart meters"
in private homes and to docu
ment, perhaps eventually regulate,
energy usage. Isn't it strange how
Vice President Gore left the White
House with a net worth of $2 mil
lion dollars and is now redlining
on a monetary autobahn to be
coming the world's first "carbon"
billionaire?
If you thought the finale of DJ
AM's life was a contradiction, wait
until you see the numbers from
the Copenhagen summit. On an
average day, the Danish capital's
largest limousine company has 12
vehicles on the road. During this

MARY BETH BARKER / THE VISTA

summit to "reduce global carbon
emissions,"
an estimated
1,200 limos
were stroll
ing Copen/
hage n 's
jjr
streets. Only
five of them
were
hybrids.
Of course, cars
weren't enough for
the coalition of Captain
Planets in attendance. Over
140 private jets, most of which
create a larger carbon footprint
in a single flight than the average
person will create in their entire
life time, were crowding the run
ways of local airports.
Washington's botox queen,
House Speaker Pelosi, along with
.165 other members of govern
ment, all tagged along for this
caviar crusade. For 21 members
of Congress, 15 of whom were
Democrats, America's taxpayers
were billed $2,200 per diem for
each member. In total, between
three private jets, 59 commercial
flights and luxury accommoda
tions at over $1,000 a day, this
little excursion cost over $1.1
million. And, let's not forget that
these figures do not take into ac
count the Obama Administration's
60 member entourage.
Some might argue that you
can't put a price tag on saving the
planet. True, but this conference
did quite the opposite. By some
estimates, the emissions from
this two week meeting surpassed
the annual carbon footprint of
60 developing countries. And it
wasn't as if the attendees were
even remotely productive. The
event coordinators overlooked the
behavioral tendencies of politi
cians when they decided to host
an "important" political summit
in a country with liberated drug
laws and legalized prostitution.
Similar to other encounters
starring actors more accustomed
to massage parlor diplomacy,
the conference concluded behind
closed doors with diplomats refus
ing to disclose any progress they
might have made, but assuring us
that there was a happy ending.

Child pageants unhealthy for young girls
ANNE SLAGILL

NEWS EDITOR

Big hair, glitzy costumes,
showy swimsuits and cakey
makeup are horrifying enough on
a grown woman, but child pag
eants take the absuftlity to an all
time high. 30-second TLC com
mercials stuffed to the brim with
toddler-tude are enough to make
one wonder if nothing, not even
the innocence of early childhood,
is sacred?
Pageant moms are wellknown for their laundry lists of
justifications, which they recite
with bravado any time their
motherly feathers are ruffled.
They say pageants instill confi
dence, poise and public speak
ing skills in their prepubescent
daughters. But research has led

44
It seems that spending early childhood
years beneath a layer of Aqua-Net for
the purpose of being judged "beauti
ful" takes its toll on young women.
55
scientists to question the validity
of those claims.
According to a study conduct
ed at the University of Minnesota,
Minneapolis by researchers Anna
Wonderlich, Diann Ackard and
Judith Henderson, "Childhood
pageant participants scored higher
on body dissatisfaction, interper
sonal distrust, and impulse dysregulation than non-participants,

and showed a trend toward greater
ineffectiveness."
It seems that spending early
childhood years beneath a layer of
Aqua-Net for the purpose of being
judged "beautiful" takes its toll on
young women. Who knew?
Moreover, the
monetary
cost of pageant participation is
unbelievably high. According to
Bankrate.com, parents fork out

hundreds for pageant fees. Add the
cost of hair, makeup, funny spraytans plus those elaborate costumes
and the price has reached quadru
ple digits. Serious pageant moms
seek professional coaches who
charge around $5 thousand for a
week of training.
It is certainly feasible that
girls might reduce stage fright
through participation in beauty
performances. But is that really
the same thing as gaining selfesteem? Alternative activities
like team sports, martial arts and
music have been known to build
confidence in young people with
out the harmful focus on external
appearance. Mothers would serve
the interests of their daughters to
a much higher degree in encour
aging them to participate in such
sports, rather than pageants.
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Normalized oppression
CHASE FITE
STAFF WRITER
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There is a place, free
to anyone with access to a
computer and the Internet,
that allows for endless pos
sibilities. In this place, one
is transported to an online
world where it is possible to
meet a schoolgirl from China,
a naked dude from Slovakia
or an old Dutch man trying to
buy a goat.
You can connect, using
your microphone and a
webcam, with other students
from around the globe, as well
as the typically bored, angsty
adolescent from upstate New
York. What is this magical
place, you may be asking?
Where can I be randomly
connected to another lost soul
roaming the cyber world? The
answer is ChatRoulette.com.
The site is simple
enough, allowing users to
connect at random with other
video chatters. Just load the
page, connect your video
equipment and say "hello"
to your random partner. You
can easily click "next" at any
time to move to another new
friend. Alternatively, you can
initiate a chat.
Falling somewhere be
tween informal, anonymous
social networking and "psy
chedelic performance-art ter
ritory," as one website termed

Ryan Mulvey, Opinion Editor
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it, Chat Roulette is the new cool
thing online. But potential users
should be prepared for the graphic
content that some users might put
out there. Of course, that's part of
the site's allure.
Circles of young girls gather
around looking to see something
strange, horrifying or sickening.
Guys hope to flirt with a girl. The
lonely search for comfort in an
other's presence, even if virtual.
Amateur psychoanalysts await
willing patients.
At first glance, Chat Roulette
seems harmless. Surely the op
portunities for cultural enrichment
outweigh the frequent vulgar
ity and sexual content? There is
something to be said for this line
of thought. It is amazing that two
individuals on opposite ends of
the world can talk to each other
with only a computer. Moreover,
Chat Roulette is secure, insofar as
it will not reveal personal infor
mation. Users are free to choose
how much they divulge to their
new friends.
Yet, for all the potential
benefits, Chat Roulette is only
an amusement. No one seriously
hopes to establish a solid relation
ship through random video chat
ting. And, much like other Internet
sensations, Chat Roulette is ad
dicting, encouraging anti-social
behavior. It is a sick individual
who spends his time masturbating

in front of a camera, hoping
to shock a passerby. As are
the people who fake suicide,
or post violent staged scenes.
This is neither healthy nor
amicable to human flourish
ing.
For Aristotle, friendship
was a virtue that not only
made life worth living, but
provided a solid foundation
for the institution of the polis.
Ethical conduct was defined
by excellence. Perfect love and
genuine friendship depend on
a number of factors, including
physical proximity.
Friendship was under
stood as exchange, necessi
tating interaction in the real
world. You can never really
be the friend, Aristotle might
have said, of someone with
whom you share no identity in
spatiotemporality, with whom
you share the trials of daily
existence.
Modern man has forgot
ten this art of friendship.
Younger generations rely
on simulacrums of human
interaction to the detriment
of their social skills and the
imperilment of their virtuous
souls.
Another retreat into mun
dane, shallow technology is,
in the end, nothing to be too
highly praised.

Teacher-student sexual standards
Gender disparity apparent with dangerous consequences
EMILY MCMAHON
STAFF WRITFR

Traditional social norms
deem that the proper pursuance
of a primitive fix is to be initiated
by the male counterpart, and it
is viewed as unsophisticated and
desperate for a female to assume
that role. While this may be con
sidered one of the standard rules
to play by, it really depends which
side you are on. A sexual initiative
by a male is a much more domi
neering act, and it can be mutually
received or harshly demoralized.
On the flip side, sexual entice
ment by a female gives the male a
thrill, and many men in our soci
ety view this uncustomary gesture
as highly flattering.
When we consider these
habitual practices of male and
female relations, are the same
circumstances translatable when
one party is a trust figure, and the
other categorized as young and
innocent? Consider, for example,
the issue of teacher-student sex,
and how it should prompt inves
tigation into the motives behind
the professionals responsible for
nurturing the growth of students
in an educational setting.
Anger, disgust, disbelief...
these are the emotions that are
conjured when news strikes of a
teacher accused of sexually vic
timizing a student. It is a repre

hensible act which has profound
consequences that permeate soci
ety, causing a wariness of educa
tors and shaking faith in the safety
of our school systems. Thankfully,
it is a headline that doesn't surface
successively. Nonetheless, it is an
incident that still happens too fre
quently.
A crucial component of this
twisted "romance" is how the line
between traditionally assumed
male and female roles is blurred.
Recent patterns of punishment for
teachers indicted for having sexual
relations with their students por
trays a double standard based on
the gender of the educator.
The excuses that arise when
a female has taken advantage of
a male student commonly denote
the idea of a real "relationship"
having existed between the two
parties, allowing for a sentence
to quickly diminish from harsh
punishment to simple probation,
especially if there is any proof that
the interaction was consensual.
Additionally, cultural precon
ceptions of the macho male, typi
cally considered to be free from
susceptibility to sexual victim
ization, are even projected onto
ingenuous 10-year-old boys. This
can hinder justice being met and
alleviate the severance of the sen
tence due to the fact that even after
accusations are filed, the young
male may retract their statement

for fear of embarrassment.
The notion that the role of
the victim is reserved for females
has created a questionable imbal
ance within the legal system, even
when it is a male teacher accused
of violating a young girl. It is
unhesitatingly expected that soci
ety rush to the protection of any
young child sexually manipulated
by an adult, but is there less sym
pathy and heartbreak when the
victim is a boy rather than a girl?
Instinctively, we respond with a
firm "no." Unfortunately, a simple
review of past cases reveals that
this reaction has not been carried
through the final stages of punish
ment.
Male teachers caught pursu
ing a young girl are labeled as evil
and perverse, often serving the
maximum sentence. The sexual
liaisons between a female teacher
and a young boy have a prevailing
sense that the degree of emotional
harm done to the male student
does not breed the same effects as
it would for a young girl. Why?
Largely because of the overrid
ing norms of courtship invariably
existing in our society. While we
may fall back on these societal
criterion to tag the offenses of a
male authority as more horrific,
we cannot offer this proposition
and attempt to use it as a defense
for female teachers when the act
of the crime is against males.

Recently the United States
has been forced to confront the
question of LGBT rights. One of
the most prominent and visible ex
amples of this continuing debate is
the question of gay marriage.There
are now 31 states that have either
limited or banned gay marriage by
popular vote. The two most recent
instances of such bans have been
in California and Maine.
It seems like the American
consensus is moving towards so
lidifying unequal treatment toward
lesbian and gay couples. Once
more, our society is faced with the
dilemma of either ignoring a mi
nority group or working to create
a separate but equal compromise
through the legalization of civil
unions.

for example, are no longer part
of the concept of marriage within
the western tradition. Women are
no longer seen as being owned by
their husbands.
With the historical progres
sion of society and changing of
its mode of production, so do our
concepts and definitions of rela
tionships change. It is, therefore,
open to us today to shape the
definition of marriage so that it
is inclusive and open, rather than
based upon the exclusion of two
consensual adults who just happen
to be of the same sex.
Ultimately, we have to ask
why it is socially acceptable to
support the segregation and dis
crimination of one group, LGBTs,
while ruling it socially unaccept
able for someone to be overtly
racist. Granted there are still more
insidious forms of racial discrimi

4 * As society has progressed and
developed, so has its concept
and definition of marriage.
7
This isn't the first time that
the United States has been faced
with such a dilemma. 60 years
ago, our country was forced to
address very similar questions.
Segregation was a legally sanc
tioned practice. It wasn't until the
Civil Rights Movement took legal
action, such as in Brown v. Board
of Education, that desegregation
was legally mandated. It also took
further legislation in the form
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
to work to remove residual legal
racial discrimination.
Now, instead of carrying on
the torch of equality and under
standing, our country has decided
to further the means of legal op
pression
and
discrimination
against another social minority.
People argue that the definition of
marriage necessitates the exclu
sion of gays and lesbians. But,
is there even a stable definition
of anything, especially the social
construct of marriage?
As society has progressed and
developed, so has its concept and
definition of marriage. Dowries,

nation in our society, but overt
state-sanctioned
discrimination
against racial groups is no longer
legal. Today, it takes the form of
discrimination based on sexual
orientation, discrimination that
has been normalized in the domi
nant culture, allowing for socially
acceptable oppression.
Just as one might argue and
be morally outraged at a racist,
so should we treat homophobic
persons. Everyone has the means
of working to shape culture and
social norms towards inclusiveness and equality.
Call out discriminatory at
titudes and beliefs; identifying
their irrationally and harmful con
sequences. Just think of Martin
Luther King, Jr., who said that
"freedom is never voluntarily
given by the oppressor; it must be
demanded by the oppressed."
Our parents had the Civil
Rights Movement that worked to
rid the state of overt discrimina
tion; we have the opportunity to
do the same through the support
of the Gay Rights Movement.
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Conan has left NBC, destined for bigger and better things
LIZ CROSBY
STAFF WRITFR

Something about celebrity
spectacle seems to bedazzle us.
The Conan O'Brien and Jay Leno
feud succeeded in gripping our
attention nearly as much as the
disaster in Haiti. Actually, this is
something of a sickening thought
when one takes a quick moment
to reflect. Nonetheless, anyone
who's ever been fired can express
some empathy with O'Brien.
As the end neared, O'Brien
pulled out all the stops, exploit
ing his predicament to the full
est for some good laughs. Adam
Sandler's appearance on one of
his last shows was also very ad
mirable. Who doesn't love Adam

Sandler? O'Brien made a joke
at the end of one show claiming
that he would steal as many office
supplies from NBC as humanly
possible before having to depart.
1 certainly hope that O'Brien was
successful in that endeavor.
Still, neither Jay Leno nor
NBC should be blamed for the
termination of O'Brien from
"The Tonight Show." Leno needs
the income to maintain his many
expensive automobiles. Call me
crazy, but 1 blame O'Brien. He
put up a fight that he knew he
wouldn't be able to win. It was
the stance that he made in retalia
tion to the way NBC insisted upon
jerking him about that led to his
being let go.
When you fight for justice

a

m

in a system that is completely
dominated by the pursuit of more
money, you are bound to lose. In
such an environment, it is vital
for the survival of the animal to
become a machine and comply
with the desires of those in
charge.
It's interesting to consider
how all of those characters that
we've come to know in main
stream television are manifesta
tions of what the media considers
to be most appealing to the masses
of people. They shape their per
sonalities to appeal to the average
person who, having come home
after a hard day's work, takes a
load off in front of the television
to enjoy the evening.
This planning is apparent.

e

Why is it that these late night
comedians always seem to have a
bizarre physical appearance? Leno
has his chin; O'Brien has his hair;
Letterman has the gap between his
teeth. Following this logic, Jimmy
Fallon doesn't stand a chance to
make it onto "The Tonight Show"
seeing as he doesn't have any out
standingly weird features.
Still, despite the amazing hair,
Conan must have been lacking
that small something that grasps
the attention of the American
public.
. O'Brien tried to forcefully
create a niche for himself in the
media, which is notorious for
being a rather stubborn business.
In the end, Coco was too good for
NBC. Let's face it. NBC's repe-

toire has been on a steady decline
for a number of years.
I'm not a fortune teller, so
I cannot discern exactly what
O'Brien will be doing in the near
future, but if he continues to apply
his witty mind, dashing physique
and wavy hair, he'll be sure to
land himself an even better job
than host of "The Tonight Show."
Having been fired
myself,
1 am reminded of seeds in the
forest. They need to experience
the intense heat of a fire in order
to germinate and sprout.
Being cast out of one envi
ronment and into another forces
us to grow in new ways. And as
long as optimism is maintained,
only good can result. Hang in
there Coco!
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Sundance searches for the next cinema hit
MAGGIE KLOS

from the norm and create more
eccentric films. For many film
makers, the honor of having
their film selected to show at
Sundance sustains their appe
tite for success. However some
filmmakers hope Sundance will
be a pad for their film.
The most hyped up films at
the festival will go on to show
in theaters to mainstream au
diences. Films such as "Little
Miss Sunshine," "Juno" and
"500 Days of Summer" first
gained notoriety after premiering at Sundance.
For a lucky group of USD
students, Park City became
their classroom for intersession. Dr. Eric Pierson and Dr.
Roger Pace of the communica

FFAT1JRF FDITOR

I'M HERE
DIRECTOR:
SPIKE JONZE
Spike Jonze is no strang
er to the film industry. This
year he directed the hyped
up film, "Where The Wild
Things Are." Directors like
Jonze tend to find comfort
in the accepting audience
of Sundance which allows
them to experiment with
subject matter outside of
the mainstream.
At Sundance, Jonze pre
miered his short film, "I'm
Here," a simple robot ro
mance story. The film fea
tures a couple robots, some
good music and quick wit.
Based on "The Giving
Tree," the film comments
on the downfalls of re
lationship
dependency.
Through the mastery work
of Jonze, the film
man
ages to wisely comment
on romance in our modern
world.

If the Super Bowl is the goal
for a football player, the Sun
dance Film Festival is the goal
for filmmakers. Every year for
one thrilling week in January, th
Park City, Utah is transformed
into an artist's den where film
makers eagerly premiere their
films, celebrities flock to sup
port their films, and movie stu
dios look for their next surpris
ing moneymaker.
The festival gives young
filmmakers the opportunity to
show their films in a venue full
of cinema fanatics. The festi
val also gives more established
directors the freedom to stray

HAPPYTHANKYOUMOREPLEASE

BLUE
Often there are films that
give romantics hope for a
happy ending, but there are
also films that paint love in
< negative light, taking away
any hope that a true roman
tic may have had for a hap
py eliding, "Blue Valentine"
manages to portray both
types of love. It portrays a
romantic relationship as a
blissful, happy and reward
ing relationship. Yet it also
shows how a romantic rela
tionship can lead to codependency and the destruction of
self."
Ryan Gosling and Mi
chelle Williams portray Dean
and Cindy, a working class
couple who are facing the
disillusion of their marriage.

As the couple makes one 1
effort to save their marrk
taking a trip to a hotel,
individuals reflect on the start
of their relationship. These
past memories take the viewer
on a journey through the blissful and joyous moments of the
couple's budding relationship
and the eventual destruction of
their marriage.
The strength of the film lies
in director Derek Cianfrance's
ability to portray love in two
completely different ways.
Superb acting by Williams and
Gosling, as well as an adorable performance by newcom
er Faith Wladayka add to the
integrity of the film. Music by
Grizzly Bear throughout the
filiti doc s noi liui e>tllei.

of Ryan Gosling a
Williams. However, viewers should be warned that the
darling Gosling we all know

Valenl
priate K

-Ryan Gosling and Michelle Williams in "Blue Valentine"

DIRECTOR: JOSH RADNOR
"Happy t hanky oum oreplease" is the Sundance directo
rial debut for actor Josh Radnor,
who is the star atnd screenwrit
er of this contemporary film
about young love in the New
York summer. At the center of
the film is Sam (Josh Radnor),
a young writer in New York
City who becomes responsible

HIGH SCHOOL
"HIGH School" is the
quintessential stoner com
edy, mixed with a coming
of age tale of two friends.
Henry (Matt Bush) is the
valedictorian of his subur
ban high school who strives
to achieve perfection. Af
ter a brief reunion with
his childhood friend Tra

tion department guided students
during the Sundance experi
ence.
Students descended upon
the snowy slopes of Park City
to gain insight into the world
of independent cinema, while
viewing its newest produc
tions.
During the week, entertain
ment industry insiders pre
dicted which film will be the
next "Juno." In an ideal world,
theaters would fill the screens
with Sundance films, but often
films such as "Twilight" take
their place. Below is a recap of
some of the most buzzed about
films of the festival, which a
few USD Sundance students
predict could be the next hits.

for a young boy who is aban
doned on a subway. Sam enjoys
the company of his best friend
Annie (Malin Ackerman), who
struggles with the lesser talked
about, but quite noticeable, dis
ease alopecia. The film explores
Sam's relationship with his ec
centric friends and potentional
lover. Throughout the film, Sam

and his friends struggle person
ally and professionally as they
search for some sort of accep
tance with their present life and
look toward their future.
The film received the Audi
ence Award at Sundace for best
drama and will likely find a
comforttable spot in U.S. the
aters.

BURIED
DIRECTOR:
RODRIGO CORTES

stars Reynolds, a cell phone, a
lighter and a deadly coffin. It
is 94 minutes of suspense and
fear as Conroy tries to escape
the fate of the coffin. Lionsgate
bought the film at the festival,
so a wide release will happen
soon.
Ryan Reynolds in "Buried"

DIRECTOR: JOHN STALBERG

vis (Sean Marquette) Henry
indulges in drugs, assum
ing there will be no drastic
consequences. Meanwhile,
sick of dealing with stoned
students, the boys' principal
(Michael Chiklis) decides
to give every student a drug
test and expel them if they
test positive. Henry and

"Buried" was one of the
most buzzed about films
at
Sundance. The film stars Ryan
Reynolds, but it is the plot that
had most moviegoers talking.
Paul Conroy (Reynolds) is a
contractor in Iraq who is cap
tured and buried alive. The film

DAEMONS MEDIA

DIRECTORS: TIM HETHERINGTON 8C SEBASTIAN JUNGER

Travis join forces to try to
save Henry from his biggest
fear, expulsion and failure.
The film is not perfect, but
nonetheless a nice comedy
that many young adults may
find HIGHlarious. Plus, Os
car winner Adrien Brody
plays a drug dealer in a sur
prising , yet comedic role.
Matt Bush, Sean Marquette, and director John Stalberg

KAi1 LIN

RRY/T HE ViS 1A

There is no shortage of there.
Sundance. Clearly the indusdocumentaries about the curThe soldiers spend a year at try sees the importance in this
rent war, but "Restrepo" man- Outpost Restrepo, engaging film
and hopefully it will be
ages to stand out from the rest in combat daily, all while the available for a larger audience.
This war documentary lets its filmmakers film
every moment The film may make its viewviewers join the Second Pla- of fear, anger and despair.
ers angry that soldiers are still
toon ir the Korengal Valley
The film
earned the Jury sent to Afghanistan, but it will
which is the deadliest area in Prize for Best Documentary no doubt make its viewers exAfghanistan according to the and was one of the three films press great respect and gratimen who lived and fought shown on premiere night at tude to our brave soldiers.
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Coachillin' in the middle of the desert
«diORNvotce

RYAN COGHILL
A AC FPITOR
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Pocket
child
I'm not going to blow your
minds here, but technology has
come a pretty far way these last
few years. The most amazing
device that has entered my life
is the iPhone. 1 love my iPhone
like a child. I am not exaggerat
ing about that either. One time I
thought I left my iPhone on the
counter at a convenience store.
When I went back to find that
it was not there I panicked for
the entire walk home, though, it
might have been more of a run
in the hopes that I left my phone
at home. Thankfully, I had left
it at home. Now, I can't say that
I treat my phone like a child
because I would never leave a
child at home unattended. I will
however restate that I love my
iPhone.
My iPhone comes in handy
in all sorts of situations. By far
the best part of having an iPhone
is the e-mail feature. I almost
never need a computer to check
my e-mail since the iPhone
displays e-mail exactly how it
would on a computer. Now, I am
sure everyone knows the capa
bilities of the iPhone so I am not
going to dive into great detail as
to the limitless possibilities this
device entails. 1 just want to tell
a story that I find particularly
amusing.
A few days ago I was at
work and a customer entered the
restaurant. He politely asked me
if I knew where he could find an
other particular restaurant. I told
him I could ask around and if no
one knew where it was I would
be able to Google the location on
my iPhone. No one in my work
place knew the location, so I
asked him if he would like me to
pull out my phone so we could
find the phone number. After
about a minute of Googling I
found the location. I pulled up
a map for him and showed him
that it was located just across the
way.
So here I am feeling that I
am doing this guy a great service.
For one, he is not even consider
ing eating in my restaurant. I'm
going out of my way to direct
him to another place to spend
money while other customers
are in need of my service. I have
done something that this guy
could have not possibly found
out without calling 411 for $0.75
or however much it is these days.
So I ask him if he would like the
number to the restaurant. He
pulls out his phone. His iPhone.
I did not understand how
this guy was able to use my time
to his benefit when he had the
capabilities to do this entire task
on his own. The guy really did
not need to walk into my restau
rant in the first place. It's like if
I had a kid and he had a kid. He
wouldn't take my kid to a base
ball game over his, right?
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The sea of sweat at Coachella.
BRENT TUTTLE
STAFF WRITFR
As the majority of us were
nursing our livers back to operat
ing condition and re-cooping from
the debachorous times of intersession, the procrastinating event or
ganizers of Coachella were hard at
work to put the finishing touches
on Southern California's clos
est relative to Woodstock. After
months of blogosphere hype and
speculation, the lineup and details
of the extravaganza were finally
dropped to the amazement of some
and to the let down of others.
As always I will focus on the
negative aspect of things first. Ru
mored to kick off their next world
tour at Coachella, Daft Punk will
not be gracing us with their illumi

nated Egyptian pyramid command
center or their electronic tunes
this year. Instead the promoters
have done a more than decent job
of compiling good electronic acts
such as Erol Alkan, Proxy and
2manydjs; but there are also a few
names which could prove to be an
attraction for the insects. Tiesto,
Deadmau5 and David Guetta
will surely bring out the worst in
ecstasy consumers/trance trash
that their genre has to offer. To
all PLUR advocates planning on
writing me death threats, please
forward your sediments of peace,
love, unity and respect in anthrax
-laced envelopes to 1234 EZ St.
San Diego, CA 92109.
Mainstreamification has also
spritzed itself on Coachella this
year, not only with a few artists,
but monetarily as well. As we

all know, the current state of the
economy could be compared to
Anna Nicole Smith's problem
solving skills, and whether you're
flasking it out at the bars, getting
tested at Planned Parenthood on a
weekly basis merely for the free
surplus of condoms they provide,
or living off cans of beans and
Tapatio, everyone is pinching
pennies.
Knowing this, Coachella this
year has decided to only make
available threeday passes at the
not so bargain price of $309
after Ticketmaster spreads their
smallpox blankets of service fees
amongst you. There are ups and
downs to this, but for those who
can only afford and only want to
attend one day of the festival, it is
a huge damper.
This also reflects the type of

target market Coachella is shifting
towards. In prior years Coachella
was geared towards the under
ground guerillas of the music world
who spat at mainstream USA and
its imperialistic profiteering ways.
Now it seems the event is catered
for the upscale members of so
ciety (wonder how many USD
students will attend?) who can
afford a $300 concert ticket along
with all the necessary supplies for
the weekend. If you sit down and
write out your estimated expenses
on paper it comes out to well over
$500 for most people, and that's
before your third pill kicks in
causing you to spend $100 dollars
on bottled water while peaking in
the middle of the desert. Coachella
has tried to combat the single-day
pass boycott with more lax rules
on the camping and entrance and
exit freedoms
which should be
noted, but still, it's a sour situa
tion.
On the bright side of forcing
your customers to buy a threeday pass, it allows us to liberate
ourselves and get a real "music
festival" experience. Whenever
I'm at adult parties, casually chat
ting and trying not to lose control
of my alcohol consumption while
talking to middle-aged people who
may someday employ me after I
quit nipple-nibbling in college; 1
always wish I could have experi
enced the magical late '60s festi
val experiences our parents were
fortunate enough to live through.
Even though I know the ma
jority of these adult cocktail party
stories are just subliminal hints
to tip me off that they would be
"down to puff a j on the side yard if
I was packing any," I truly admire
the filth, grime, "peaceful" chaos
and raw energy that these people
absorbed in their youth before
they consumed all of the world's
oil and kind of screwed the next
generations.
Everything else put aside,
Coachella looks to be one hell of
an adventure this year. The lineup
is something to be looked forward
to with bands from all over the
spectrum blessing our broke bud
geted state with their presence.
We' 11 have Grammy superstars
who aren't dressed like abstract
glass blown statues of Shiva (Lady
Gaga), such as MGMT and Phoe
nix in the house, who are both sure
to put on memorable performanc
es. Also, the recent anthem makers
of corporate America/ Blackberry
cellphones, Passion Pit, will be in
attendance, BBMing each other
on stage in hopes of inspiring
change like Barack did in all the
iPhoners. I'm looking forward to
The Dead Weather rocking out in
a true to form badass Jack White
fashion, as well as being soothed
by the sounds of The xx with a
really beautiful 2010 version of a
flowerchild I meet at the festival.
Last but not least, I am looking
forward to my first Thom Yorke
musical experience, which I have
heard will rival the best day of
one's life, only next to, of course,
the day you crash your Escalade
into a tree and get caught sleeping
with over a dozen women. If all
else fails, the memories from the
festival will at least give all those
in attendance an indirect way to
summon their friend's teen/young
adult children for doobies at
Christmas parties and other social
networking venues that aren't
Facebook as we grow old and our
lives deteriorate to nothing.
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The Black Lips display their true feelings
RYAN COGHILL
A&C FDITOR
One should always prepare
for what they may encounter upon
entering the Casbah. This classic
San Diego venue books bands
from all ends of the spectrum.
On Sunday, Jan. 24, the Black
Lips graced the Casbah with their
eccentric behavior. The Atlantabased punk band gave a perfor
mance that seemed as if they were
one note away from lighting their
instruments on fire.
Three minutes into the per
formance, four girls were already
climbing on the small stage of
the Casbah to show the rock in
their bones. The guys did not
object to these females on stage
but only gracefully maneuvered
their guitar necks over the heads
of these young ladies. With all
the jumping around in this punk
driven atmosphere, rebellion was
inevitable.
With drinks held high and
.spilling all over one another, it
became unnecessary to try and
hold onto that five-dollar brew.
Instead, it was only sensible to
spill it all over the person next to
you. Lead guitarist Ian Saint Pe'
responded by taking a gulp of his
Sappora and spraying the rest of
the contents into the sea of people.
Upon finishing his drink he tossed
his can into the air, swung his
Fender Stratocaster like a baseball
bat, attempting at a game of three
flies up for the audience. The first
attempt was a fail but his second
hit was out of the park. Since he
had finished his drink, a girl in the

front respectfully gave him a sip
of her beer.
Aside from their wild stage
antics, musically they are as punk
as a band can be. The lyrics enforce
an attitude of rebellious behavior
with characters to star the plot.

"Bad Kids," a song featured in this
past summer's film, "500 Days of
Summer," might express a deeper
meaning of where the band's defi
ant behavior stems from. "All my
friends are bad kids," and "bad
kids ain't no college grad kids,"

are two lines from this tune.
Saint Pe' mentioned the band
would be playing in Los Angeles
the next night. He told the audi
ence, "I think I'm going to get one
of those UCLA Law sweatshirts
and trick all the girls on campus."

The band was extremely amusing
and kept the crowd in high spirits
at all times. Overall, the Black
Lips are just flat out fun and rec
ommended if you are feeling the
angst of being a teenager ever
again.

COURTESY INDOMIEJUNKIE.COM

What is the law?
A w e a p o n t o b e wielded?

Or more than that?
A s e t of tools.
A creative a pproa c h.
A helping profession a n d collaborative process.

Explore the wide scope of the law
in a school devoted to the big picture.

CALIFORNIA WESTERN
SCHOOL OF LAW | San Diego

What law school ought to he.
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Spring fashion is all about perfect balance
VICTORIA FANTOZZI
STAFF WRITFR

Facebook fads
turn evil
I'm sure you've noticed
this past week that most of
your friends on Facebook have
changed their profile picture.
Many of my friends have posted
a photo of a celebrity as their
profile picture claiming that it is
their celebrity "doppleganger."
For the last few days, people
across the globe have been
spending hour upon hour trying
to figure out what famous person
they most look like, or more
truthfully, who they wish they
looked like.
To be totally honest, I must
admit that I too have been a
part of this. 1 am a functioning
member of the guilty celebrity
doppleganger party. However,
the purpose of this article isn't
to speak against Facebook or
our generation's ever increasing
narcissism. Although I do find it
annoying that everyone online
is insisting that they resemble a
celebrity that is 10 times more
attractive than them, what I am
more concerned with is that in
all this lookalike excitement,
the meaning and beliefs behind
what a true doppleganger is have
been misunderstood.
With a quick Google search
on dopplegangers, I have found
that the true definition of a
doppleganger is not as whimsi
cal as we Facebookers may have
thought.
According to Webster's
Dictionary, a doppleganger is
the "ghostly counterpart of a
living person." This German
word literally means "double
goer" and can be used more col
loquially to describe a person
that has an uncanny resemblance
to someone else. However, this
term also has a deep history with
many superstitions attached to
it. According to different myths,
the result of meeting your own
doppleganger ranges from bad
luck to imminent death. Some
legends say that dopplegangers
are actually people and others
believe they are shadows that
are sometimes seen.
Dopplegangers have been
used in horror fiction by the
likes of Oscar Wilde and Edgar
Allen Poe as a literary device to
represent something sinister or
evil.
If this isn't enough to con
vince you that dopplegangers
aren't as fun as we thought they
were, in 1993 Drew Barrymore
starred in a movie called "Dop
pleganger (The Evil Within)."
This thriller involves murder,
seduction and unexpected twist
at the end. Not only does this
film look terrible, it also sheds
further light on dopplegangers'
potential evil.
Now that the truth about
dopplegangers has been made
more public, I hope that Facebook feigns will begin to rec
ognize that dopplegangers are
nothing to mess around with and
start to take down their famous
wannabe profile pictures. Let
this be a lesson to all of us. I
urge you to research and find
out what is really behind the
latest Facebook fad before you
become a part of it.

2010 is here, and along with a
new semester comes a new season
for fashion. Spring fashion is noto
rious for cruise/resort collections,
bright and eye-popping colors
and trendy, strappy footwear, but
before we can spring forward,
let's fall back and revisit some of
the major spring trends seen on the
runways last.
A staple item making a
comeback this season is the clas
sic trench coat. Though the basic
beige item has been a must in our
closets for years, this spring the
coat is getting a makeover, coming
back fresh and ready to turn heads
with new shapes and a rainbow
of colors. The trench's shape is
flattering on any body type, and
its timeless appeal will ensure our bodies is getting involved too,
that any purchase is well worth it. thanks to the double denim trend.
Designers like Burberry Prorsum The newest way to wear denim is
and Calvin Klein are determined head-to-toe, but make sure you
to mix it up this season, sending mix up textures. One straight,
models down the runway in bright monochrome of denim isn't nec
orange and lavender trenches, essarily style savvy, but if you pair
complete with frills, ruffles and frayed jeans with a chambray shirt
embellished shoulders. Say bye- you'll be good to go. Designers
bye to basic beige - it's all about such as Chloe, Dolce & Gabbana
the brights for now.
and Ralph Lauren are leading in
Denim is a must for every this trend.
girl. We probably spend more
Spring is usually all about
money on the perfect pair of jeans prints, and this season is no excep
than any other item of clothing, tion. Tribal is all the rage on the
but this season the upper half of runways, from animal prints to
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Sequin skirts (RIGHT) and trenchcoats (LEFT) pave the
way for spring fashions

safari-esque clothing. The tribal,
nomadic vibe gets urbanized this
season with khaki suiting and
Serengeti colors. Make the look
complete with a calfskin mes
senger bag, suede moccasin ankle
boots and of course safari styles
and cat prints. If you're not feel
ing as brave, opt for a tunic that's
much more wearable in the city.
Oscar de La Renta and Giambatista Valli kept us dreaming of Africa
this runway season.
To round it off Spring isn't
all about the neutrals - gold, glit
ter, crystals and bling are weigh

ing down the runways, giving us
refuge from the recession. Too
much glitz can be gaudy, so think
elegance when trying this trend.
Pair a sequin jacket with skinny
jeans, or even go for head-to-toe
glamour with a sequin mini dress.
Burberry Prorsum was one of the.
best in this trend, but Lanvin and*
Prada shimmered on their runways
as well.
All that glitters is gold and
lavender, denim, printed and sequined. With a vast array of trends
this season, you'll be sure to find
something that fits your style.

Two of the greats grace San Diego with their presence
Thrice and Manchester Orchestra
BRYCE CARR
STAFF WRITFR

The week of finals at USD
last semester was welcomed with
a series of holiday-concerts hosted
by local radio stations. Two of
the most popular shows included
acts that found success in 2009 as
well as acts looking to once again
see stardom in the new year. FM
94.9's Holiday Hootenanny pro
vided locals with indie staples from
Phoenix, Spoon, Vampire Week
end, White Rabbits and a certain
act that stormed onto commercial
radio with their sophomore album
"Mean Everything to Nothing."
As a band, 2009 proved to be
a year of growth for Manchester
Orchestra. After 2006's "I'm
Like a Virgin Losing a Child" had
alternative news sources and un
derground bloggers going crazy,
mainstream America didn't really
seem to catch on to the band (on
this side of the pond) until after the
album had begun to fade away. Yet
the bar to their sophomore album
was set high as more people dis
covered Manchester Orchestra
and longed for new material.
In April of last year, the
band's new album was released to
glowing reviews in notable news
sources such as IGN and Alter
native Press. Fans too seemed to
love the album. It's now easy to
say that through solid music and a
nonstop tour schedule, Manchester
Orchestra is beginning to see the
success they deserve after years of
hard work.
Before their most recent show
in San Diego, I had a chance to
sit down with Chris Freeman, the
keyboardist and percussionist of
the band, and Jeremiah Edmond,
the band's drummer, to ask them
some questions about their history
and pathway toward this success.
One unique thing that Man
chester Orchestra has done that
is unique in the whole process is
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Manchester Orchestra (LEFT) and
Thrice (RIGHT)

establishing its own record label.
The band named this label Favor
ite Gentlemen and subsequently
released their EPs and first full
length under this entity.
Lead singer Andy Hull and
Jeremiah Edmond continue to
run this label on a daily basis and
after the band signed to Sony for
their latest album, they worked
out a distribution deal with and
received money to sign other art
ists to this label. In fact, Favorite
Gentlemen has grown so much
recently that shortly after my in
terview, Jeremiah announced that
he would be leaving the band to
spend more time running the label.
(Manchester Orchestra fans, don't
be worried at this news. Brand
New's drum tech Ben Homola and
the Colour Revolt's Len Clark are
signed on to drum for the band's
next tour.)
With a show date already
announced for March 7 at the
House of Blues in San Diego,
Manchester Orchestra will make
their fourth visit to our city in less
than a year. The band has been
known to put on high energy,
light and smoke-filled shows that
leave the audience caught within
the music. The aural experience is
further deepened when Chris sets
aside his keys to act as a second

drummer for the band. The use of well-crafted, driving, yet lyrical
two percussion units is something rock that you hear about when
that Jeremiah says came naturally talking about Thrice, it's the
for the band. Chris joined to play band's overall passion for giving
keys for the band but had a history back. Up until their most recent
playing drums. One of the band's album, a portion of each album's
more famous songs, "Where Have sales were set aside to be donated
You Been?," actually has drums to the band's charity of choice.
that were written by Chris. When For this album, the guys in Thrice
recording the newest album, wanted to give back to charity in a
Chris' drums were added at times different way. For all of the dates
to create a more full sound and to on their most recent tour, San Di
add variety.
ego-based charity Invisible Chil
Very close friends of Man dren served as a guest of Thrice's,
chester Orchestra are the guys spreading information and selling
from the Southern . California merchandise to the fans.
band, Thrice. These two bands
Thrice's most recent release,
were noted in the alternative music "Beggars," retains the sound of
scene to have highly anticipated Thrice that fans love while having
albums, perhaps even the top two a more upbeat and raw sound. The
of the year. As Thrice was in town album itself is filled with amazing
for 91X's Wrex The Halls holiday imagery and songwriting, as seen
show, I was also able to catch in all the other Thrice albums. Va
up with Eddie Breckenridge, the grant Records worked with Thrice
bassist from Thrice to talk about to help the band build their own
what 2009 meant to him.
recording studio in the guitarist
As Thrice had just played Teppei's garage. This allowed the
with Manchester Orchestra back band to record on their own sched
east at a special show organized by ule while being able to spend more
mutual friends Brand New, I made time with their families. The final
sure to get Breckenridge's take on result of "Beggars" is a modern
the whole thing. Breckenridge told day masterpiece, as the album
me that although the show was a lives up to the hype while driv
logistical nightmare, everyone had ing the genre back to the mature
an amazing time.
and well developed place where it
It seems as though it isn't used to be.
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Experiencing the Grammys first hand

KAITLiN PERRY

BRYCE CARR
STAFF WRITFR

The thrill behind an evening
at the Grammy Awards is some
thing that most people don't have
the opportunity to experience
away from their living room TV.
It's an invitation only event open
to members of the Recording
Academy that sells out every year.
Yet as I've found with most things
in life, if you play your cards right
and shake hands with the right
people, anything is possible. Long
story short, I was able to grab two
tickets to the Grammys.
What you don't see on TV the
night of the awards is the fact that
blocks around Staples Center are
closed off and guarded by police
officers of all kinds. SWAT teams
stand by on call, ready to mobilize
if they are needed. Due to the traf
fic nightmare, my girlfriend and I
were dropped off a block from the
venue and started to walk toward
celebrity central.
As we arrived at the venue,
we approached what looked like
a limousine drop-off and walked
right to the nearest limousine to
avoid traffic. To a nearby security
guard, it appeared as though we
had just exited Keith Urban and
Nicole Kidman's limo and were
ushered with them down the Red
Carpet. They walked feet from
us along the red carpet as I heard
a security guard speak into his
earpiece, "Be prepared, the Jonas
Brothers are up next." As we
walked down the red carpet, ce
lebrities we ushered along an alley
of cameras and reporters while
"guests" were escorted along a
side carpet area.
"Just act like we belong," I
told my girlfriend as we continued
along past Ryan Seacrest, who
was interviewing Adam Lambert.
As we got to the area where we
merged back together with the
celebrities, my girlfriend grabbed
my arm and whispered into my
ear, telling me to look to my right.
I turned and saw Katy Perry with
her fiance Russell Brand tagging
right behind. She was as nice as
could be and I talked to her about
her metallic dress. It jangled along
as we walked and she joked about
how she felt like a cat wearing a
bell on her collar.
As we got to the door Akon
walked by dressed in a t-shirt

Sundancer

COURTESY GRAMMYS.COM
"Best New Artist' The Zac Brown Band rejoice in their first ever Grammy.

and jeans. I went to follow him
through the entrance but accidently bumped into his wife who
was following behind him. Once
through security, I walked past
MGMT, dressed in retro attire,
anxious to find out if they would
win for "Best New Artist."
During commercial breaks
the Staples Center comes to
life with people standing up to
get food or go to the bathroom.
During the telecast, attendees are
not supposed to leave their seats.
Ushers do not let anyone into the
seat while on air, in fear that they
will lose their jobs by stretching
the rules.
Seen live, the musical acts
have an even more significant
meaning. The sheer fact that so
many famous and well-recognized
performers share the stage is
amazing.
The
awards
themselves
seemed to bring what many are
quick to call upsets or undeserved.
The winner for "Best New Artist,"
The Zac Brown Band, seems
minimal to me compared to other
nominees such at MGMT or even
the Silversun Pickups. Yet The Zac
Brown Band is huge on the coun
try music scene and was recently
booked to headline at The San
Diego Sports Arena (a 15 thousand

COURTESY GRAMMYS.COM
Katy Perry poses in her metallic dress.

person venue) on March 2. Taylor
Swift has also been criticized for
her Grammy win for Album of the
Year. However, her album "Fear
less" was able to transcend genres,
outsell any other album this year
and was written largely by her. For
Swifts young age, this proves to
be an incredible feat.
Rubbing shoulders with the
famous and seeing live perfor

mances of the best songs of the year
is one way to create a memorable
evening. The only issues seem to
be getting there and getting in. You
can buy a ticket on the street for
over one thousand dollars but that
method violates the Academy's
rules. But who knows? It all could
be worth it to walk down the Red
Carpet hand in hand with Snooki
from the Jersey Shore.

COURTESY GRAMMYS.COM
American Idol contestant, Adam Lambert, walks red carpet.

This past January I was fortu
nate enough to attend the Sundance
Film Festival in Park City, Utah,
along with about 30 other USD
students, including The Vista's own
Ryan Sidhoo and Maggie Klos. I
had always assumed that this pres
tigious event was for the rich and/
or famous only. But, much to my
surprise, I, a starving, overworked
and underpaid college student, was
able to purchase a festival pass
online. Easy peasy! Once I received
my "Guide to Cinematic Rebellion"
in the mail, the excitement began to
set in.
I have always been a fan of
weird, slightly uncomfortable yet
thought-provoking films, and Sun
dance tends to serve as an outlet for
these types offilms. My favorite film
that I saw was "Enter the Void," a
disturbing take on the afterlife from
the point of view of an American
drug dealer living in Tokyo imme
diately after he is murdered.
What made this film so incred
ible was the way in which it was
made. Every single scene was from
behind the main character, Oscar's,
eyes, and then eventually his soul.
It was an innovative way to create
this film and it made the subject
matter that much more affecting
and disturbing. The visuals, colors
and sounds were amazing. The best
part of my experience watching this
film? Seeing old couples walk out
of the theater before the frfrrv ended
because they couldn't handle the
content.
And then there were the not so
amazing films, like "HIGH School,"
a stoner comedy starring Adrien
Brody and Colin Hanks. I had high
hopes for this film, which boasted
a plot filled with risk: the two main
characters had to get their entire
high school high on marijuana in
order to avoid expulsion (it makes
more sense when you read the full
summary in the Sundance feature
on pages 8 and 9). The deciding
factor for me was that Adrien Brody
played a rasta'd out drug dealer/
lawyer. The film's storyline didn't
hold up so well, but the film was
held together by the soundtrack,
which made me realize that any bad
movie becomes more bearable with
each hip song that's played in the
background.
"HIGH School" opened up
with MGMT's "Time to Pretend,"
which was very fitting for the film's
premise and target audience. Other
songs in the film that got me excited
include The Dead Weather's "3
Birds," Metric's "Help I'm Alive"
and Kid Cudi's "The Prayer,"
which samples Band of Horses'
"Funeral."
Two other films
that had
highly mentionable soundtracks
were Spike Jonze's short film
"I'm Here," which featured Girls'
"Hellhole Retrace" as background
music for a robot party and Animal
Collective's phenomenal "Did You
See The Words," as well as Adrian
Grenier's (of "Entourage" fame)
documentary "Teenage Paparazzo,"
featuring my favorite song by The
Kills, "U.R.A. Fever," and Ratatat.
Fortunately, these two films were
actually good, so the music made
the experience that much better. All
in all, Sundance was a great expe
rience for me because it was film
heaven and music heaven at the
same time, which is every former
A&C editor's dream come true.
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Successful Snyder signs extension, stays in San Diego
TYLER WILSON
STAFF WRITER

Sundance kid
Out of respect for Allen
Iverson: Sundance? We're talk
ing about Sundance? A film
fest? In the sports section? I
mean Sundance... you're about
to read about Sundance...in the
sports section?!
Now before I get carried
away doing my best Iverson
tribute on paper, I want to share
with you my experience as a
sports fan while being at an
independent film festival. I trav
eled to the land of the pick and
roll as a part of an intersession
course offered by the communi
cation department. How could
the Las Vegas for hipsters cater
to guys who wear sweatpants
on Sundays, eat hot wings and
don't shave because they're
lazy, not because the guy in the
Urban Outfitters catalogue made
it trendy to do so?
It is because the Sundance
Film Festival has became an
outlet for all types of documen
taries, including ones of the
sport genre. This year's lineup
consisted of a documentary on
Reggie Miller, Pat Tillman and
Dock Ellis, the Pittsburgh Pirate
who pitched a no hitter while
tripping on LSD.
"Winning Time: Reggie
Miller vs. The New York
Knicks," which is directed by
Dan Klores, brought me back
to my childhood, a childhood
filled with memories of watch
ing the NBA with my dad on
lazy Sunday afternoons. This
documentary heightened my ap
preciation for Reggie Miller, the
city of New York, John Stark's
rash decisions, Spike Lee's
swag, the NBA on NBC theme
song and epic NBA rivalries
that once existed in a galaxy far
away called the 90's.
After the film aired, a 6'7"
alien named Reggie strolled
down the aisle to answer ques
tions about the documentary.
Maybe it was because David
Stern was not in a 4000 foot
radius, but Reggie was extremely
relaxed and had a lot of fun with
the question and answer session.
He made fun of himself, Jordan
and even the most famous dic
tator of our generation, David
Stern.
The great thing about a
festival like Sundance is that
they are committed to giving
unknown directors a chance to
shine. First time director James
Blagen was given the chance
to showcase "Dock Ellis and
the LSD No-No." Besides step
ping in slush and waiting in
the cold for movie tickets, this
film provided my favorite four
minutes and thirty seconds of
the festival. This animated short
depicts what Dock saw that day
on the mound while he was high
on LSD during the 1970 season.
The short is on YouTube and I
encourage all to view it, as it is
simply genius.
Even if you are not into
independent film or hate the
Utah Jazz, going to Sundance
is a must for any sports fan for
the simple fact that phenomenal
sports documentaries are like the
midrange game: a lost art form.

The University of San Diego
has signed Ky Snyder, their cur
rent athletic director, to a contract
extension. Snyder has been the
executive director of athletics at
USD for the past seven years and
during his tenure has boosted the
reputation of Torero athletics both
regionally and nationally. After he
received the extension, Snyder said
that "even though we have made
tremendous strides in athletics,
USD is not where it wants to be."
Snyder's dedication to a standard
of excellence has transformed the
face of Torero athletics around the
college sports realm.
Snyder's most recent triumph
as athletic director is USD's cur
rent two-year reign as the winner
of the WCC Commissioner's Cup.
This distinction, which encom
passes all sports, is awarded to the
top performing athletic program
in the eight team West Coast Con
ference. Under Snyder's leader
ship, almost every major sport at
USD has flourished at one point
or another. The Commissioner's
Cup is a culmination of Snyder's
work thus far, but not the pinnacle
of what is yet to come for Torero
athletics.
During his term as athletic
director for USD, Torero athlet

ics has earned many conference
and post-season honors. The most
memorable of these is the men's
basketball team upset of nation
ally ranked Gonzaga in the WCC
championship game, and the
shocking victory over the Uni
versity of Connecticut in the 2008
NCAA tournament. This victory
marked the first time in USD bas
ketball history that the Toreros ad
vanced in the NCAA tournament.
Snyder has also transformed
Torero baseball into a WCC pow
erhouse, which has earned them a
stellar national reputation. USD
baseball has been a staple in the
national polls since he arrived, and
is currently ranked as high as 14th.
Torero baseball won three straight
WCC
championships
before
having a somewhat mediocre
season last year. But they are right
back on top as they are the favorite
to win the WCC this year.
Torero football reached
new heights in 2007, when Josh
Johnson was at the helm as quar
terback. The Toreros only lost one
game that year, won the Pioneer
League and had Johnson drafted
in the fifth round in the NFL draft,
making him the first player in San
Diego history to be drafted in the
NFL.
Men's soccer flourished this
year under Snyder, winning the
WCC championship for the first

COURTESY USD ATHLETICS
Snyder hoists the Commissioner's Cup for the second straight year.

time since 2003 and earning the
11th overall seed in the NCAA
tournament. Also, both women's
volleyball and women's soccer
have been ranked in the national
polls consistently since Snyder ar
rived.

Snyder has put almost every
sport at USD in the national spot
light while still maintaining great
academic standards for his student
athletes. Torero athletes have
graduated at record-setting rates
under his guidance.

DIARIES
Gridiron goals
JUSTIN FONTENBERRY

FEATURED WRITER

As the 2010 off-season
kicks off, I reflect back in order
to further affirm closure on the
previous season, which was
an unfortunate eye-opener for
our program. In order to look
ahead into the future and make
improvements, one must learn
from their mistakes and chal
lenge himself to grow and press
forward.
Last season, our team bat
tled through a plague of injuries
and the struggle of togetherness.
At times it appeared that we just
lacked determination and the

will to win.
Before entering the 2009
season, I felt that our football
team was far too talented to not be
crowned outright PFL champions.
In reality, our dreams transformed
into nightmares as the highly at
tainable became something that
we recognized to be out of reach.
The 2009 Torero football
season has concluded, team
meetings have begun, goals are
re-constructed and strategies are
already being re-tooled for the
2010 season. Coaches immedi
ately implemented their plan to
lead us to success, ironing out any
wrinkles within the program. This
month members of our Torero

football team gathered together to
conduct our first team "welcome
back" workout.
This has definitely set the
tone for how things are going to be
during spring ball and beyond. I
feel that the new workouts are dif
ficult, but inspiring and motivat
ing. After proceeding through this
first week of team workouts, ob
serving and experiencing the heat
of things, I can say that our team
is headed in the right direction. I
feel that if our program can build
upon this new energy and continue
at this pace, our 2010 season will
be promising, as we will take on
the PFL and accomplish our goals
for the future.

For us to be champions of
the league we must take pride
in what we do. Everyone needs
to be disciplined, be on the
same page and display passion
and desire for the game. I think
members of the team should
take the time to set personal
goals. Personal goals that I have
set for myself are to transform
into a quicker, stronger, more
explosive and elusive player.
My ultimate goal is to step up
and become a more reliable
teammate.
Most of all, I want the 2010
season to be a fun and memo
rable season for me and my
brothers.

Alumni game provides positives
MIKE FERRARO
FFATURFD WRITFR

As the spring semester
begins to unfold, baseball season
rapidly approaches. In these next
three weeks, many students are
painfully attempting to focus on
school after such a long break.
However, for a certain group of
35 guys, break was not so long.
We reported back to USD
on Jan. 5, immediately prepar
ing and concentrating on our
upcoming season. During the
month of January we were on
our own schedules, lifting, run
ning, hitting, throwing and con
ditioning until last Friday.
Just this past Saturday we
took on previous USD ballplay
ers in the annual Alumni game.

The Alumni game is a fun and
interesting day, for it is the first
quick glimpse at how our team
will look this year and how we
will all come together on the field.
After Saturday, I think many of us
would agree on the fact that with
just a little fine tuning in certain
areas, we are heading towards a
very promising and successful
2010 season.
We managed to pull out a vic
tory over the alumni despite the
appearance and play of over nine
current professional players. Two
former Toreros who have made
it to the MLB were also present.
Brian Matusz of the Balitmore
Orioles and Mike McCoy of the
Colorado Rockies both paid a visit
to their old stomping grounds at
Cunningham Stadium.

On the offensive side of
Although the alumni came to
play, our bats and pitchers made a things, we have many returners
statement as well. We had 11 hits, ready to go, including seniors
three homeruns, eight runs and James Meador, Nick McCoy,
Kevin Muno, Chris Engell,
zero errors in the win.
Looking over our 2010 team, Steven Chatwood, Brian Farris
there are many areas in which . and myself. Junior returners
we will be strong on both the of Zack Walters and Victor San
fensive and defensive side of the chez are also key elements to
ball. Our pitching staff looks very the team, joining Blair and Solis
promising with juniors Kyle Blair in the long list of 2010 Toreros
and Sammy Solis, who after a who will be talking to many pro
successful two years thus far are fessional scouts as June slowly
not only a big asset to the team, approaches.
With a veteran team, tal
but are also turning the heads of
almost every Major League scout. ented underclassman, and an
Seniors A.J. Griffin, Darrin excellent coaching staff, I can
Campbell, Casey Schmidt, Matt say that our 2010 USD baseball
Hauser and Matt Thomson also team is ready to get after it on
add to the depth of the pitching the practice field until our first
staff, making for a dominant force home game against a tough Indi
ana team on campus Feb. 19.
on the mound.
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Lady Toreros topple WCC opponents over break
VICTORIA ELLICK
STAFF WRITFR

While winter break for the
vast majority of USD students was
a time of rest and vacation, for the
USD women's basketball program
winter break marks the beginning
of Conference play. The team who
is presently beginning the second
round of their conference games
has a record of 4-2, and they hope
to finish the remainder of their
season strong and hope to make
another NCAA tournament ap
pearance.
The squad opened their West
Coast Conference play at home on
Jan. 9, first against the Santa Clara
Broncos and then the San Fran
cisco Dons. Success was on the
Toreros' side due to the hard work
of sophomore guard Dominique
Conners who lead the way with 18
points against San Francisco and
16 points, two blocks and five re
bounds from sophomore forward
Morgan Woodrow.
With two strong wins to
start conference play, the women
headed up to the Northwest to face
the University of Portland and the
Gonzaga Bulldogs. Junior Sam
Child had an outstanding perfor
mance in Portland Oregon with
her game high 20 points, as she
propelled her team to the 59-53
win over the Pilots. Pleading off
to battle for the first place title,
the Toreros headed to Spokane,

Wash. It was here, however, that
the USD women's basketball team
saw its season high six-game win
ning streak come to an end with a
75-46 loss to Gonzaga.
Back on their home court with
a record of 3-1, the Lady Toreros
were able to take the entire week
to rethink and prepare for their
lone game of the week against
Saint Mary's College, who also
has a 3-1 record. With seven sec
onds left on the clock in the final
half, the Toreros seemed to have
sealed their fate with a win, but
Saint Mary's forced the game into
overtime. The Toreros were left
searching for an offensive replace
ment when lead scorer Dominique
Conners fouled out of the game
in the second half, and even with
the valiant efforts of the seniors
Morgan Henderson and Morgan
Woodrow, the Gaels finished the
game with a heartbreaking score
of 66-69.
Coming off a loss like the one
against Saint Mary's can often
be difficult, however, the USD
woman's basketball team is dig
ging deep to finish off the first
half of Conference WCC action
with wins. Senior forward Morgan
Henderson (22 points) and Do
minique Conners (20 points) rose
to the challenge with outstanding
performances that allowed their
team to power past Loyola Marymount University with a 69-60
win Thursday night.

Fowler
Dazzles

RYAN BRENNANAHE VISTA

Morgan Henderson eludes the competition as the Toreros cruised
to a 4-2 record in WCC play.

Senior Morgan Henderson is
just one of the many outstanding
players to keep your eye on this
season. With 979 career points
scored she is currently closing in
on the historic 1,000 career point

total.
The USD women's basketball
team will wrap up the first half of
Conference play Saturday against
Pepperdine in the Jenny Craig Pa
vilion at 2 p.m.

Super Bowl full of super subplots and storylines
CHRIS HANNEKE
STAFF WRITFR

This Sunday marks the Super
Bowl, which signifies the inevi
table Super Bowl party. Now, this
may have you saying, "Shoot, I
know nothing about either of these
teams, what will I talk about?" But
don't worry. The Vista has you
covered with the ten most compel
ling storylines, subplots and topics
for discussion for Super Bowl
XLIV.

1) Manning vs. Brees
The two best quarterbacks
in the league go head to head for
the championship. Manning is one
of the most consistent passers the
game has ever seen, while Brees
is one of the most accurate, and
he also throws a deadly deep ball.
The edge has to go to Manning
since he already has a ring, but a
win for Brees can make the argu
ment a lot more interesting.

2) The "Post-Hurricane-Katrina" New Orleans Saints
Admit it, if you're not a Colts
fan already, you are rooting for
the Saints in this one. That's per
fectly acceptable, especially when
you consider that less than five
years ago 80 percent of the city
was under water. Hey, if anyone
deserves a championship, it's the
city of New Orleans, and no one
will blame you if you jump on
their bandwagon for a week.

3) First-Timers vs. Old-Timers
If that isn't enough to make
you root for the Saints, perhaps the
fact that this is their first ever Super
Bowl appearance is. Meanwhile,
the Colts won just three years
ago in arguably the most boring
Super Bowl of the decade. This
game has the feel of a playground
fight when the bully takes on the
kid who picks his nose, only that
kid grew six inches and finally de
cided to stand up for himself. The
best part? Peyton Manning seems

to enjoy being in the phase of his
career where he plays the bully.

4) Explosive Offenses vs. Under
rated Defenses
You'll hear all about how
great these two offenses are, but
the underlying story is the two de
fenses. The Saints have an all-ornothing mentality on the defensive
side of the ball, as seen in the NFC
Championship game when they
gave up 28 points to the Vikes, but
forced five turnovers in the pro
cess. The Colts are fast and get to
the passer in a hurry, but as the Jets
showed in the first half of the AFC
Championship Game, this leaves
them susceptible to the big play,
an area where the Saints thrive.
Regardless, it should be a shootout
so perhaps the best thing to do is
follow the advice of the wise John
Madden: "Whoever scores more
points will win the game."

5) Pre-game and halftime entertainment...and Kim Kardashian
Rihanna is one of the many
stars performing during the
pregame festivities. Carrie Un
derwood will sing the National
Anthem. And The Who, whose
intro to "Baba O'Riley" ranks in
the top five of "Music That Gets
You Ridiculously Excited," will
perform at halftime. And if skilled
musicians isn't your thing and
talentless celebrities is? Kim Kar
dashian will be there to support
her boyfriend, Reggie Bush.

6) Jim Nantz and Phil Simms
The two most underrated
sportscasters working today. And
even if you don't particularly like
them, just be thankful you don't
have to listen to Jon Gruden and
Ron Jaworski stammer and make
awkward jokes while compar
ing Peyton Manning to Mariano
Rivera.

7) The Archie Manning Dy
namic

COURTESY WIKIC0MM0NS

Drew Brees hopes to ride his success into the game on Sunday.

Peyton's daddy was also the
star quarterback of the New Or
leans Saints way back when, and
he is one of the most beloved ath
letes to ever come out of the city.

You would hope his allegiances
would lie with his son, but never
underestimate the loyalty of one
player to his team. Drew Brees
could all but erase any memories
that Saints' fans still hold for their
old quarterback with a victory.

8) The.Coaching Matchup
New Orleans' Sean Payton is
one of the best offensive minds in
football right now, and it's hard
not to root for the guy who once
coached a British beer league foot
ball team. Meanwhile, Colts Head
Coach Jim Caldwell will look to
become the first coach in the his
tory of the NFL to finish an entire
season without blinking. Whether
you agree or disagree with his
decision to sacrifice a perfect
season and rest his starters, the
fact remains that he has yet to lose
a game when they have played all
four quarters.

9) Pierre Gar^on
The Haitian wide receiver
had many relatives affected by the
horrific earthquake that decimated
the country just several weeks
ago. While this story is compel
ling in itself, he is also becoming
Manning's favorite target. The Jets
shut down Reggie Wayne in the
Championship Round, and Gar§on
stepped up with 11 catches for 151
yards and a touchdown. So if and
when he gets in to the end zone
on Sunday just know it will be a
moment that is far more important
than the game of football itself.

10) The Commercials
There are no statistics to
prove this, but approximately 31
percent of males and a whopping
89 percent of females watch the
Super Bowl for this reason alone.
No matter your reason for
watching the game, you no longer
have an excuse to talk about
"Jersey Shore" the whole time to
disguise the fact that you know
nothing about the two teams. This
will bq your guide to everything
you need to know about the Big
Game. Stay safe and enjoy the
game.

While USD's own Gunner
Wiebe put up a valiant effort
in. this past week's Farmers In
surance Open, another young
golfer caught my eye. Rickie
Fowler electrified the crowd at
Torry Pines throughout the week
coming up only two shots short
of champion Ben Crane.
It seemed that I was not
alone in my adoration for the
21-year-old. Born less than an
hour away from Torrey Pines in
Murrieta, Fowler had more than
a few fans following him on
Sunday. The galleries on 17 and
18 were replete with crazed fans
ready to explode into applause at
any sign of his supreme talent.
Calls of "youngster" rained
down upon him as he walked up
to the 17th green, still vying for
his first professional title. You
would have never guessed he
double bogeyed the hole by the
fans' reactions. Only encourag
ing words could be heard as he
rushed off the green in disgust of
a rare mistake.
Why is this kid so likable?
To put it simply, he plays the
game the way we wish we could
play it. He genuinely seems like
a normal, shaggy haired, South
ern California kid that just hap
pens to be really good at golf. He
does not seem far removed from
the weekend hackers that so
desperately want to trade places
with him.
Fowler even has one of his
buddies, Joe, as his caddie. The
connection the two had seemed
unique on the Tour. While most
player-caddie relationships seem
strictly business, this was truly a
friendship. It was as if Joe was
there to bring a sense of reality
and familiarity. In the times of
pressure, Rickie would talk withJoe more, searching for a sense
of calm that he knew he could
find only in a friend. It doesn't
get much better than having one
of your best friends out on the
course with you as you try to
steal a title from some of the best
golfers in the game.
Perhaps the most intriguing
aspect of his game is his unapologetic fearlessness. He swings
as hard as he can on every drive
and still sticks in the center of
the fairway. He takes risks and
seems almost oblivious to the
fact that he is the next big thing.
Fowler never waffles over a club
decision and does not allow him
self to freeze up over a big putt.
The "grip it and rip it" style is
refreshing and exhilarating at the
same time. As fans, we see our
selves in him because he is the
unassuming, absurdly talented
kid we grew up wanting to be.
As Rickie shook Phil Mickelson's hand and walked off the
18th green, I could not help but
stand in awe for a brief moment.
This 21-year-old just stood toe to
toe with giants of the golf game
and didn't blink. That is his call
ing card and the reason he is so
engaging. With a massive void
left in golf, Fowler is one of the
few players that has the opportu
nity to become the new face of
the sport.
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Miller Time: Chasing the cool at Sundance
ALBERT SAMAHA
STAFF WRITFR

The three women ahead of us in line
showed the bouncer their IDs. My mind
raced with potential excuses. / lost my
driver's license at the airport... I was pickpocketed earlier today... I don't have my ID
hut / can give you a twenty instead... I des
perately wanted to get into the party. After
all, there was a chance Reggie Miller would
be at this party.
Normally the Sundance Film Festival
is not the ideal place to spot mid-nineties
basketball superstars. But this year was
different. This year Winning Time: Reggie
Miller vs. the New York Knicks was in the
program. And we had heard rumors that
Miller would be in town to watch the pre
mier.
Ryan Sidhoo and I weren't even sup
posed to be here, with two tickets for the
exclusive Opening Night Party. But the
merciful gods of Sundance graced us with a
blessing. The walls of the tunnel had grown
dark and our eyes locked toward the light.
There is a palpable excitement in the
theater during the three seconds of utter
blackness before a Sundance film. In the
outside world, movie going is an indepen
dent experience. You watch with maybe a
few friends, making sure to sit as far away
from every stranger in attendance. The
movie theater of the outside world is like
virtually, every other public space in society;
countless, faceless beings silently weaving
amongst each other, eyes locked on the floor
to ensure eye contact is avoided.
At Sundance, though, movie going is
a communal experience. Only your fellow
attendees can relate to the experience, only
your fellow attendees understand the bril
liance or the stupidity or the emotions or
the horror of a particular Sundance film. As
a result, for one week every January, Park
City exudes a vibe of community seemingly
lost to time and globalization. Everybody is
there for the same thing, and everybody has
at least one thing in common: an interest
in independent film. The invisible walls of
public privacy collapse during this week in
January. We are in a bubble, with the eyes of
the world upon us, eternally linked by this
shared experience.
The woman sitting next to Ryan on
the bus was not a stranger, she was a fellow
Sundancer. The woman was somehow of
ficially connected to one of the films. She
was on the Inside. After some minutes of
conversation, she pulled out two tickets.
"Are you guys interested in going to
the Opening Night Party tonight? I'm still
on east coast time so I'm too tired to go."
"Oh yeah, sure, thanks a lot," respond
ed Ryan coyly.
An hour later we were racing though
the icy wind, battling thin air and thick
snow, determined to reach the party before
our veins froze. The orange glow of the
street lights reflected off the icy roads and,
as we ran, everything around us seemed to
glow. Many cars passed us but the physi
cal exertion had dulled my ears and I could
only hear the echo of my breath and the
crunching of the snow beneath my boots.
My chest and legs were burning from the
running, but my face and hands were frozen
from the biting cold. We arrived at the Park
City Mountain Resort with numb cheeks

and red noses. Surely this is not how impor
tant people arrive at social gatherings.
I was next in line. Maybe he would not
notice my birth date, I thought to myself.
So I slowly and hopelessly reached into my
jacket pocket for my wallet. A look of de
spair surely shone from my face.
"Stop!" the bouncer suddenly ex
claimed at me.
He knew, Oh God, he somehow knew.
Was the look on my face too obvious? Was
my beard too short? Did my beanie seem
juvenile? How did he possible know?
"Who is that on your shirt?" he asked.
"Uh, it's Manny Pacquiao," 1 answered,
very perplexed.
"Oh! Yeah, the pound for pound king!
Come right in buddy!"
And I was in. The search could begin.
Hope needs absurd justification to over
power reason. The fact that Reggie Miller
announced the Cavaliers-Lakers basketball
game earlier in the day did not phase us. It
was possible, after all, that Miller would
simply fly to Utah right after the game. The
trip would take no more than three or four
hours right? Right?
So with vigilant eyes we prowled the
party. Noting the faces we saw and the
voices we heard. But something seemed off.
Something felt... weird. We posted up in a
corner of the upstairs room to regroup.
"This is quite an eclectic group of
people," remarked Ryan.
"Yeah, I don't think there are any ce
lebrities here. Just a bunch of regular people
looking for celebrities," I added, "I bet all
the important people gave away their tickets
to people like us and then went to a special
secret Sundance Opening Night Party."
We observed the people around us.
On the edge of the bizarrely bright dance
floor was a middle aged woman, maybe in
her fifties, grinding on a middle-aged man,
presumably her husband, as she shouted the
repetitious lyrics of the latest hackneyed
Black Eyed Peas song. To our right was
a group of three confused-looking girls,
cameras in hand, standing idly in front of a
linen Sundance Film Festival banner. A few
feet in front of us, three bluebloods wearing
white sailor jackets and brown loafers and
holding brightly colored mixed drinks des
perately tried to flirt with a group of margin
ally attractive, but scantily clad, women.
You could cut the pretension with a
knife.
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guys wanna know the secret? The secret is
you just gotta lie!"
Ryan and I nodded in exaggerated
awe.
"All these girls are just here looking for
important people. You just gotta tell them
what they wanna hear!"
Vince seemed impressed by his own
wisdom.
"Now, I'm telling you this but you

can't tell anyone else. It's the secret to Sun
dance."
Vince's gaze then shifted to something
behind us, "If you'll excuse me..."
We thanked him and he was off, making
a beeline for a girl who was definitely 10
years younger than him.
It was time to leave, we decided.
We were obviously not going to find
Reggie Miller at this place.
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Just as the night seemed to be wearing
down, a man with a Baron Davis beard ap
proached us and struck up a conversation.
His name was Vince and this was his sev
enth straight year at Sundance. Vince was a
veteran, Ryan and I were rookies. Maybe he
liked us, maybe he felt sorry for us, maybe
he saw a little of himself in us, or maybe
he was just nonsensically drunk, but for
whatever reason, Vince benevolently took
us under his wing.
"I've been coming here every year,"
proclaimed our new friend, "and every year
I hook up with so many girls. It's so ridicu
lously easy, dude."
"Oh yeah?" Ryan said, as we each supr
pressed smiles of amusement.
"Yeah it's so easy. The secret is you

TORERO TIDRIT
USD junior Gunner Wiebe played
in his first PGA Tour event this past
week participating in the Farmers In
surance Open. The 21-year-old from
Denver, CO qualified as the lone amatuer by beating current USD head golf
coach Tim Mickelson. Wiebe defeated
his coach by draining a birdie putt on
the fourth playoff hole on the South
Course at Torrey Pines. He was the only
one of 100 amatuers with hadicaps of 0
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competing in the competition to qualify.
Wiebe opened his first professional
round this past Thursday with a one over
73. Friday was a bit more of a struggle for
the Torero as he finished the day with a
five over 78 effort. Unfortunatly, his two
day total of 151 was not good enough to
play during the weekend as he finished
nine shots short of the cut, but the experi
ence he gained will pay dividends in the
future.
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